Are your eyes
on the security
of your business?

They are if you’re with us.
At NSP, we specialise in providing a full suite of world-leading,
secure IT solutions for New Zealand SMEs. Over 40% of New
Zealand businesses are currently suffering the effects of not
taking their IT security seriously enough. When building your IT
systems, the first thing to get right is security.

Get in touch to find out how

nsp.co.nz/cyberhawk

sales@nsp.co.nz

That’s where

comes in.

Powered by world-leading proactive security
technologies and augmented with cutting-edge
governance and security, CyberHawk gives an
all-seeing view of your IT systems—empowering
you to swoop on potential issues before they
have a chance to strike.
TM

Our CyberHawk cybersecurity solution also
gives you complete dashboard visibility of
TM

your IT systems at all times 24/7 and enables
decisive action if and when it’s required. Built
from a powerful combination of a marketleading security intelligence platform, advanced
security awareness training system, and nextgeneration firewall technology, CyberHawk
not only removes risks before they can be
exploited, it also enables rapid real-time
response if the unexpected does happen.
TM

The HawkEye dashboard system is the intelligent engine of CyberHawk

TM

.

HawkEye

HawkEye delivers you dependable
rapid response time to detection
and recovery:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Unparalleled Forensic Visibility
Comprehensive Data Intelligence
Sophisticated AI Learning Analytics
User & Entity Behaviour Analytics
Risk-Based Prioritisation
Case & Incident Management
Smart Response Automation

HawkEye

CyberHawk offers a total
IT Security service:
TM

·
·
·
·
·
·

Fully Managed Threat Lifestyle Management
Tailored Fixed Fee
Real-Time Detection, Prevention, Remediation
Dedicated Security Team
Virtual Chief Security Officer
Comprehensive Reporting

Don’t risk your IT security
with just anyone.
When you’re with NSP, you’re protected by New Zealand’s
premiere IT security service, putting you back in control.

sales@nsp.co.nz nsp.co.nz/cyberhawk

